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Wavefront distortion due to absorption in the substrates and coatings of mirrors in advanced gravitational wave interferometers has the potential to compromise the operation and sensitivity of these interferometers [Opt. Lett. 29, 2635–2637 (2004)]. We report the first direct spatially-resolved measurement, to our knowledge, of such wavefront distortion in a high optical power cavity. The measurement was made using an ultrahigh sensitivity Hartmann wavefront sensor on a dedicated test facility. The sensitivity of the sensor was $\lambda/730$, where $\lambda = 800$ nm. © 2009 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 280.4788, 350.6830, 120.2230.

1. Introduction

The first generation of long baseline interferometric detectors of gravitational waves, including the LIGO [1], VIRGO [2], GEO600 [3], and TAMA300 [4] detectors, have begun astrophysical observations. The initial LIGO interferometers have now reached their design sensitivity over a broad range of frequencies [5], and extended observations, in collaboration with other detectors, are being used to place significant upper limits on the amplitude of the gravitational waves produced by a variety of predicted astrophysical sources [6–9]. While the detection of gravitational waves from these sources is possible using the initial detectors, it is unlikely for observation times of about 1 year. Thus, higher sensitivity advanced detectors, including Advanced LIGO [10] and LCGT [11], which will increase the volume of space to which we are sensitive by a factor of 1000 over initial LIGO, are planned. Successful development of these advanced detectors will enable the birth of observational gravitational wave astronomy and will open a revolutionary new window to the universe.

The sensitivity of initial detectors at frequencies above about 200 Hz is limited by photon shot noise. Thus, in advanced detectors, the power stored in the interferometer will be increased, for example by a factor of about 50 in Advanced LIGO. However, optical absorption in the substrates and coatings of the interferometer mirrors and beam splitter will result in wavefront distortion due to thermo-optic, elasto-optic, and thermo-elastic effects [12–14]. This distortion could seriously compromise the operation of the interferometer and will degrade the sensitivity of the
Various compensation techniques have therefore been proposed, including minimization of the absorption and controlled heating of the intra-cavity optics by radiative heating rings or by CO$_2$ laser beams [14].

To enable adequate compensation, however, wavefront sensors that have high sensitivity, good long-term stability, and suitable spatial resolution, and that can be incorporated into the complex gravitational wave interferometers (GWI) are required. For example, the Advanced LIGO design specifies a wavefront sensor that has an RMS wavefront sagitta sensitivity better than 1.35 nm (equivalent to approximately $\lambda/600$ at a measurement wavelength of 800 nm) over a 230 mm aperture and a spatial resolution of less than 10 mm over this aperture [15]. We have recently reported development of an ultrasensitive Hartmann wavefront sensor that can measure wavefront changes with a precision of $\lambda/15,500$ and an accuracy of $\lambda/3,300$ at a measurement wavelength of 800 nm [16]. Furthermore, it has a suitable spatial resolution and is simple to optimize.

Here we show that this sensor has a sensitivity that satisfies the Advanced LIGO specification when used to measure absorption-induced wavefront distortion in a mirror suspended in a large vacuum system. More importantly, perhaps, we report the first, to the best of our knowledge, direct spatially-resolved measurement of wavefront change due to absorption-induced distortions in an optical cavity that has high stored optical power. The accuracy of the measured wavefront distortion is confirmed by comparing the calculated effect of the distortion on the cavity mode size with an independent measurement of that size. Additionally, the accuracy is demonstrated by comparing the measured distortion with a finite element model of the distortion based on the observed cavity power.

## 2. Measurement System

The measurements reported here were recorded at the High Optical Power Test Facility (HOPTF) [17], a collaborative project between the Australian Consortium for Interferometric Astronomy (ACIGA) and the LIGO project, located near Gingin in Western Australia. The aim of this facility is to investigate high-power operation of suspended optical cavities. The initial test Fabry–Perot cavity, shown in Fig. 1, consists of a flat sapphire input-coupling mirror, or input test mass (ITM), that is reversed so that the substrate is within the cavity (to increase the power absorbed in the substrate) and a highly reflecting concave mirror, or end test mass (ETM). The cavity also contains a fused-silica compensation plate (CP) that was used previously to demonstrate wavefront correction by conductive heating of the plate [18]. The optical and physical properties of the mirrors and CP are listed in Table 1. The cavity has a finesse of about 1400 and a nominal cold-cavity waist of 8.7 $\pm$ 0.3 mm.

The input laser beam is produced by a single-frequency 10 W Nd:YAG laser [19]. After frequency stabilization and mode-cleaning using a monolithic reference cavity, a maximum power of approximately 6 W is incident on the Fabry–Perot cavity, yielding a maximum stored power of about 2.0 kW. The mode matching between the input laser beam and the cavity mode is not completely stable and the intracavity power fluctuates. A small part of the cavity mode leaks through the ETM, enabling the stored power and mode size to be monitored using a commercial beam profiler (BP).

In this configuration, thermal lenses will form in the ITM and CP in accordance with the theory of Hello and Vinet [12]. The thermal lenses exist as volumetric distortions (thermo-refractive and elasto-optic) and as surface deformations (thermo-elastic) of the optics and induce wavefront distortion in...
the resonant cavity mode. Because of the vastly different thermal diffusivities of sapphire and fused silica, the thermal lenses will form at significantly different rates. This effect has previously been observed indirectly by monitoring the behavior of the cavity mode [18].

The induced wavefront distortion is measured using a Hartmann wavefront sensor (HWS) [16] in an off-axis configuration to enable the distortion induced by each optic to be measured separately. A fiber-coupled superluminescent diode (SLD) that has a peak wavelength of 800 nm and a coherence length of order 10 μm is used as the light source for the HWS. The output of the fiber is collimated using lens L1 to form an 80 mm diameter Hartmann beam that enters and exits the vacuum system through optical-quality windows and is transmitted through the ITM and CP at an angle of approximately 10°. In this configuration the centers of the ITM and CP are separated horizontally by approximately 23 mm when viewed at the off-axis angle. Lens L2 (f = 500 mm) images the output face of the ITM onto the Hartmann plate with a demagnification factor of approximately 7. All beams inside the vacuum system are enclosed in beam tubes to reduce the effect of air currents.

The Hartmann plate consists of a 50 μm thick brass disc into which a hexagonally-close-packed array of about 1000 holes (150 μm diameter, 430 μm pitch) has been drilled. It is bolted to the front of an 11 bit dynamic range, 1024 × 1024 pixel CCD camera. The distance between the plate and the active surface of the CCD, the lever-arm, is 10.43 ± 0.02 mm [16]. The plate divides an incident wavefront into a series of rays that propagate normal to the local wavefront and form spots on the CCD.

Absorption-induced wavefront distortion is measured by recording reference spot positions before power is stored in the cavity and then recording the spot positions for the distorted wavefront. Spot centroids are calculated using a weighted centroiding algorithm [20]:

\[
[x_c, y_c] = \left( \frac{\sum_i i P_{ij}^x}{\sum_i P_{ij}^x}, \frac{\sum_i i P_{ij}^y}{\sum_i P_{ij}^y} \right)_{p=2},
\]

where the summation is only over pixels in the region of a spot. In examining the effectiveness of such a weighted centroiding algorithm, Jiang et al. [20] found that increasing the weighting, P, of the intensity had the effect of decreasing the centroid error variance. The value here, P = 2, was chosen for computational convenience. The value I_{ij} of the number of counts in the jth pixel and depends on the intensity illuminating that pixel. Thus, it is important that the beam illuminating the Hartmann plate and the CCD does not contain fluctuating interference fringes as they would degrade the accuracy of the centroiding. The short coherence length of the light source used was critical in removing these fringes and reducing the noise in the centroids.

Dividing the changes in the centroids by the lever-arm length yields the change in local gradient of the wavefront due to the absorption, which can be plotted as a discrete gradient field. A map of the wavefront distortion is calculated by numerically integrating the gradient field.

Note that because the HWS measures the gradient of the wavefront distortion acquired on transmission through the ITM, it is insensitive to displacements of that optic caused by seismic and acoustic noise.

3. Measurements
The in situ sensitivity of the HWS was determined by recording 20 contiguous Hartmann images at 53 Hz with no power stored in the cavity, and calculating the wavefront map using centroids averaged over the first and last groups of 10 images, giving an RMS wavefront error of \(\lambda/730\). This sensitivity is substantially worse than the estimated shot-noise-limited sensitivity of about \(\lambda/3000\) [16], probably due to residual air currents in the much larger volume of air in the beam path. Nevertheless, it still satisfies the Advanced LIGO specification.

A low noise reference Hartmann measurement was made by recording and averaging 300 individual measurements of the spot positions over a period of approximately 6 s. The 1064 nm laser beam was then coupled into the cavity and the absorption-induced wavefront distortion was monitored by continuously recording spot positions at 53 Hz for 300 s. These spot positions were averaged over 10 contiguous measurements, yielding gradient fields.
at 5.3 Hz. The BP recorded the profile of the cavity eigenmode at the ETM at 10 Hz. The zero moment of the profile was used to monitor the power stored in the mode.

This procedure was repeated many times. The power measured by the BP, as a function of time, for two different instances is plotted in Fig. 2, where $t = 0$ s is the time when the laser was first frequency-locked to the cavity mode. The upper curve (Test I) shows a measurement of the power with relatively unstable mode matching and the lower (Test II) shows a measurement of the power with relatively stable mode matching. The corresponding beam size measurements are shown in Fig. 3. The unstable case (Test I) was chosen for the analysis reported here as it provides a more compelling demonstration of the robustness of the HWS.

Wavefront gradient fields measured during Test I are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(c). The corresponding off-axis wavefront distortions are shown in Figs. 4(b) and 4(d). The wavefront distortions due to the absorption in the ITM and CP are largely distinct, as expected, with the right-hand and left-hand peaks being due to the ITM and CP, respectively. The difference in the rates at which the distortions develop is also clearly evident.

4. Analysis of Off-Axis Measurements

The measurements reported in Section 3 show that the HWS is very sensitive and could be used to investigate the time-evolution of the distortion. The accuracy of the measured wavefront distortion is confirmed in two independent ways. First, the measured distortion is analyzed to yield the on-axis defocus due to the absorption in the ITM and CP, and this is compared to the defocus predicted by a finite element model of the thermal lenses assuming the measured intracavity power. We then calculate the effect of the measured on-axis defocus on the cavity eigenmode and compare this to the mode size measured by the beam profiler. The procedure used for these calculations is described here and the results are presented in Section 5.

A. Calculation of On-axis Distortion

The expected off-axis wavefront distortion was calculated using the equations derived by Hello and Vinet [12], and using the parameters in Table 1, a 10° off-axis angle, and an ITM/CP separation of 140 mm, as shown in shown in Fig. 5(a). The predicted distortion is shown in Fig. 5(b), where the dashed lines indicate the distortion measured by Hartmann rays $A^{(off)}$ and

![Fig. 2. Time dependence of the power transmitted through the ETM, as recorded by the beam profiler, for relatively unstable mode matching (Test I) and relatively stable mode matching (Test II).](image)

![Fig. 3. Time dependence of the cavity mode size at the ETM, as recorded by the beam profiler, for relatively unstable mode matching (Test I) and relatively stable mode matching (Test II).](image)

![Fig. 4. Wavefront distortion gradient fields and off-axis maps at two times after storing power in the Fabry–Perot cavity. (a) and (c) show the gradient fields, calculated by dividing the absorption-induced transverse displacement of the centroids by the HWS lever-arm distance. The magnitude of the gradient at each point is proportional to the length of the vector. The HWS only measures the gradient of the wavefront. Hence we set the zero value of the wavefront distortion to be at the center of the right-hand lobe. Note that the wavefront distortion in (d) has saturated the lower end of the scale. The wavefront maps in (b) and (d) were calculated by numerically integrating the displacement fields [16, 25].](image)
that propagate in the vertical planes passing through the centers of the ITM and CP, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Note that the peaks in the off-axis wavefront map do not occur exactly at the centers of the ITM and CP, as each ray samples the distortion due to both optics. Nevertheless, the distortion along these cross sections, plotted in Fig. 6, has the largest defocus, and these planes can thus be identified. Additionally, the simulation shows that the off-axis wavefront distortion for cross sections $A^{(\text{off})}(y)$ and $B^{(\text{off})}(y)$ can be calculated, to first order, using a linear sum of the on-axis distortions:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A^{(\text{off})}(y) \\
B^{(\text{off})}(y)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
1 - \epsilon_1(t) & \delta_1(t) \\
\delta_2(t) & 1 - \epsilon_2(t)
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
A^{(\text{on})}(y) \\
B^{(\text{on})}(y)
\end{pmatrix},
\]

(2)

where $A^{(\text{on})}(y)$ and $B^{(\text{on})}(y)$ are the on-axis distortions due to each of the ITM and CP, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Parameters $\epsilon_1(t)$ and $\epsilon_2(t)$ are perturbations due to horizontal elongation or smearing of the thermal lenses. Parameters $\delta_1(t)$ and $\delta_2(t)$ are perturbations representing the cross contamination of the wings of one distortion into the center of the other. Parameters $\epsilon_1(t)$, $\epsilon_2(t)$, and $\delta_2(t)$ quickly reach their equilibrium values of 0.032, 0.008, and 0.056, respectively. Coefficient $\delta_1(t)$, however, develops more slowly, due to the poor thermal conductivity of fused silica, and at $t = 300$ s the coefficient $\delta_1(t)$ is approximately 0.040 [21].

Since both the distortion in the CP and the $\delta_1$ perturbation are small, its long time constant will not significantly affect the time evolution of the off-axis distortion. Thus, the on-axis wavefront distortion is calculated by inverting the matrix in Eq. (2):

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
A^{(\text{on})}(y) \\
B^{(\text{on})}(y)
\end{pmatrix} \approx \begin{pmatrix}
1 + \epsilon_1(t) & -\delta_1(t) \\
-\delta_2(t) & 1 + \epsilon_2(t)
\end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix}
A^{(\text{off})}(y) \\
B^{(\text{off})}(y)
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

(3)

B. Defocus of the Cavity Mode

A schematic diagram showing the Hartmann beam and the cavity mode interacting with the volumetric (thermo-optic and elasto-optic) and surface (thermoelastic) lenses is illustrated in Fig. 7. The relative magnitudes of these effects in sapphire and fused silica have previously been determined [22] and are summarized in Table 2. The distortions acquired on transmission through the substrate are denoted $v_1$ and $v_2$ for fused silica and sapphire, respectively, and the distortions acquired on transmission...
through the surfaces are denoted \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) for fused silica and \( s_3 \) and \( s_4 \) for sapphire.

With the exception of the surface deformation, \( s_4 \), the cavity mode experiences every volumetric distortion and surface deformation twice while the probe beam experiences them once. Additionally, the probe beam experiences surface deformation \( s_4 \) on transmission while the cavity experiences it on reflection. The distortion added to the cavity mode is therefore \( 2n_s/(n_s - 1) \) times larger than that added to the probe beam, where \( n_s = 1.75 \) is the refractive index of sapphire. The total wavefront distortion accumulated by the cavity mode, \( C^{(on)}(y) \), is thus given by \(^{[21]} \)

\[
C^{(on)}(y) = \frac{2n_s}{n_s - 1} s_4 + \frac{2(v_2 + s_3)}{v_2 + s_3 + s_4} A^{(on)}(y) + 2B^{(on)}(y),
\]

\[= 2.53A^{(on)}(y) + 2B^{(on)}(y).\]  

The defocus experienced by the TEM\(_{00}\) mode in the cavity due to \( C^{(on)}(y) \), \( S_{TL} \), is determined using the method of Arain \etal\, \[^{[23]}\]\), which calculates the maximum value of the overlap integral, \( I(S) \), between the distortion and a spherically curved mirror. The overlap integral is given by

\[
I(S) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \sqrt{\frac{2}{\pi}} \frac{1}{w_{ITM}} \exp \left(-y^2 \frac{2}{w_{ITM}^2} \right) \times \exp \left(i \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \left[C^{(on)}(y) - Sy^2\right]\right) dy,
\]

where \( w_{ITM} \) is the cavity mode size at the ITM. The defocus due to the thermal lenses, \( S_{TL} \), is the value of \( S \) that maximizes the magnitude of the integral. Since \( w_{ITM} \) depends on \( S_{TL} \), this integral must be iterated several times, each time updating the value of \( w_{ITM} \) until \( S_{TL} \) converges to a solution.

The cavity eigenmode size is then found using the cavity \( g \) parameters \[^{[24]}\]\

\[
g_{ETM} = 1 - \frac{L_{cav}}{R_{ETM}},
\]

\[
g_{ITM}(S_{TL}) = 1 - \left(\frac{1}{R_{ITM}} + S_{TL}\right)L_{cav},
\]

where \( R_{ETM}, R_{ITM} \) are the radii of curvature of the end test mass and input test mass, respectively, and \( L_{cav} \) is the length of the cavity. Note that for this cavity \( 1/R_{ITM} = 0 \). The cavity mode size at the ETM, \( w_{ETM}(S_{TL}) \), is then given by

\[
w_{ETM}(S_{TL}) = \sqrt{\frac{L_{cav}^2 \lambda}{\pi}} \sqrt{\frac{g_{ITM}(S_{TL})}{g_{ETM}[1 - g_{ITM}(S_{TL})g_{ETM}]}},
\]

5. Results

A. Comparison of Measured and Predicted On-axis Defocus

The temporal development of the defocus in the sapphire ITM and the fused-silica CP was modeled using a finite element simulation. In the simulation, the laser beam power transmitted through these optics was assumed proportional to the power measured by the BP, as shown in Fig. 2 (upper), with a beam size consistent with that measured at the ETM, as shown in Fig. 3 (upper). The average predicted defocus between \( t = 100 \text{~s} \) and \( t = 300 \text{~s} \) was normalized to that measured by the HWS.

The measured and predicted defoci are plotted as a function of time in Fig. 8. The difference between the two curves is also plotted using the right-hand scale in Fig. 8, and has an rms value of approximately 0.03 km\(^{-1}\). There is clearly good agreement between the finite element model of the defocus and the defocus measured by the HWS sensor for the duration of the 300 s test. Note that the prediction

---

\[\text{Table 2. Magnitudes of the Thermo-Optic Effect, Thermo-Elastic Deformation, the Elasto-Optic Effect, the Volumetric Distortion on Transmission, and the Surface Deformation on Transmission Relative to the Magnitude of the Thermo-Optic Effect}^*\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sapphire</th>
<th>Fused Silica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermo-optic effect</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elasto-optic effect</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermo-elastic expansion</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volumetric distortion</td>
<td>(v_3 = 1.2)</td>
<td>(v_3 = 0.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface deformation</td>
<td>(s_1 = 0.4)</td>
<td>(s_1 = 0.03)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^*\)\(v_1, v_2, \text{and } s_1, ..., s_4\) refer to the types and locations at which these effects occur as indicated in Fig. 7. Note that the distortion through a single surface of the optic is simply half of the value of the thermo-elastic expansion.
appears to have less bandwidth than the measurement because of the slow thermal responses of the ITM and CP to power fluctuations.

B. Correlation of Measured Distortion and Cavity Mode Size

The cavity mode size at the ETM, as measured by the beam profiler during Test 1, and the mode size calculated using the HWS were also compared (with no scaling or fitting parameters applied). The results are plotted in Fig. 9. There is excellent agreement between the overall magnitude of the predicted mode size using the HWS result (light gray) and the measured cavity mode size (black). There is also a clear correlation between the temporal fluctuations in the measured and predicted mode sizes. The difference between the measured and predicted cavity mode sizes is also plotted in Fig. 9, using the right-hand scale, and has an rms value of approximately 0.05 mm.

The cavity was unlocked shortly after $t = 300$ s. As there is then no power in the cavity mode, there is no data from the BP after this time. The HWS, however, continued to observe the thermal lenses in the intracavity optics, and the decay of these lenses is evident in Fig. 9, which shows the mode size at the ETM returning to the cold-cavity size in an exponential fashion.

6. Conclusion

The results described here demonstrate the feasibility of using a HWS in situ to measure absorption-induced wavefront distortion in optics that are suspended in a large vacuum system. The sensitivity of the sensor was $\lambda/730$, where $\lambda = 800$ nm (averaged over 10 frames), which was less than the fundamental or shot-noise limited sensitivity, probably due to residual air currents. The HWS was validated by showing that the measured distortion, when analyzed and converted to defocus, was consistent with the defocus predictions of a finite element model of the ITM and CP assuming the measured cavity power, with an rms error of approximately 0.03 km$^{-1}$. Additionally, we showed that the cavity mode size predicted using the measured distortion agreed to within 0.05 mm (rms), about 0.7%, with the measured mode size.

These results thus indicate that the installed HWS is both sufficiently sensitive for the measurements of absorption-induced wavefront distortion in advanced GWI and is accurate. Importantly, the HWS provides a direct and detailed measurement of the variation of the wavefront distortion, rather than a measurement that relies on the validity of assumptions and models. Although the wavefront distortion was characterized by the defocus in this instance, the wavefront profile is rich in spatial information that is necessary for any future multidimensional compensation systems, allowing for more effective compensation of thermal effects.
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